2020 Virtual WITSA Global ICT Excellence Awards
Nomination Form
AWARD CATEGORIES:
Awards will be given to individuals, academics, businesses, NGOs, government branches etc., on
the basis of particular programs, web sites, strategies of ICT / Internet deployment; i.e. the awards
will not be political but technical, honoring use and implementation of technology in accordance
with the criteria described below (i.e. a government per se will not be a “winner”, but one of its
integrated web sites or services may be). The winners may not necessarily represent the most
advanced technology solutions, but should be excellent examples of ICT deployment which have
made a difference for the community of interest (whether providing public services, boosting
profits or advancing connectivity):
Please note that nominees will be judged on the basis of the following criteria and weighting:

Judging Criteria

Weighting

Global Impact/Potential

30%

Scalability

30%

Innovative Features and Functionalities

10%

Proven Solution

30%

8. Digital Innovation Award
Award Criteria:
Disruption is changing the way we work, demanding businesses to move with speed and
confidence, and continually innovate. The Digital Innovation Awards recognize businesses and
entrepreneurs that have introduced noteworthy innovations in technology that advance business
and IT. The Digital Innovation Awards showcase advances in the productivity and potential of
business applications as well as technology that contributes significantly to improved efficiency,
productivity and the performance of an organization, or more broadly helps with Fulfilling the
Promise of the Digital Age for everyone.

Name：Next-Generation AI-Powered Robo-Advisor technology, NeGAP
YOUR NOMINEES (limit two nominations per award category):

Computational Intelligence Technology Center of Industrial Technology Research
Institute

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):
Robo-advisors are digital platforms that provide automated, algorithm-based financial planning
services with little to no human supervision. In the past decade, financial technology companies
have elevated Robo-Advisors to now handle more complex tasks such as tax-loss harvesting,
investment selection and retirement planning.
Robo-Advisor has been popular in the United States for many years, with an increasing
market growth due to the following features of Robo-Advisor: long-term passive investing, low
management fee, low usage threshold, increasing network penetration rate as well as the
introduction of AI technology.




The Robo-Advisor industry in the United States continues to grow, reaching close to USD
1.05 trillion for the overall management asset of Robo-Advisors in 2020, and it continues to
increase with a 12.3% compound growth rate.
The number of Robo-Advisor clients in the United States has reached 9.9 million people in
2020, and expecting to grow up to 13.78 million people by the year 2023.
Comparing to 55 million people participating in the 401K account, it shows that there are still
80% of the users who have not yet implemented the Robo-Advisor service, indicating that
the investment operating model for the contemporary Robo-Advisor is unable to satisfy the
majority.

According to a survey from the FINRA (Financial Industry Regulatory Authority) with the
global stock market crash in February of 2018 for example, when the market experiences a major
decline of 10%, only 7% of the people will sell the stocks or funds in hand, and 22% of the people
will become involved or even put in more investment, but 68% of the majority will do nothing.
When the market experiences a 20% great decline, only 9% of the people will sell the stocks or
funds in hand, and 31% of the people will become involved or even put in more investment, but
44% of the people will do nothing, while 15% of the people indicate they do not know what to do.
In other words, the majority (60~70%) of the American investors have no idea what to do but
rather go along with the market changes, and this is an investment opportunity that should have
been determined but has not.

Figure 1. The FINRA’s report, Investors in the United States: A Report of the National Financial Capability
Study, indicates that when the market experiences a major decline of 10%, 68% of the people do nothing.
When the market experiences a 20% great decline, 15% of the people don’t know what to do, while 44%
of the people still do nothing.
General Robo-Advisors are a set of client-facing tools, which help people to invest. However,
ITRI NeGAP Robo-Advisor is not a direct client-end investment tool; rather it focuses on utilizing

AI techniques for the essential functions of Robo-Advisors, including portfolio selection, asset
allocation, and the other functions.
ITRI’s AI automatic systematic investment plan sets a fixed monthly amount (e.g., USD
1,000) to invest in one single mutual fund or fund of funds (with the investment subjects selected
by the user), where the AI Advisor will then proceed with the investment operating decisions (such
as putting how much money in and keeping how much cash in the Cash Pool); if fund redemption
is available during the investment process, the redemption amount will be placed into the Cash
Pool to use as the silver bullet for the future. Characteristics of ITRI’s product include: it will exit
to return to the cash pool, cash can be used to conduct extra investment, and users can choose their
subjects.

Figure 2. Anuefund licensed ITRI NeGAP Robo-Advisor and used some functions of NeGAP to generate
their own Robo-Advisors, including the types of dividend-based robo and return-based robo and launched
at April 2019. (https://www.anuefund.com/EC/ROBO/)

Financial institutions can use this solution to create their own Robo-Advisors as our industrial
partner Anuefund did, by adding a fancy GUI, providing a questionnaire to get the users risk
tolerances, and integrating with their corresponding trading systems of mutual funds. This solution
runs on Google Cloud Platform, adopting the microservices architecture for better scalability and
supporting mutual funds. All of the analytic results and asset computation are provided by RestFul
APIs with guides, and allowing for an easy operation on diverse investment applications (e.g., the
lump sum or dollar-cost averaging investments, and the user-selected or robo-selected investment
subjects).
Dr. En Tzu Wang, a Senior Engineer at Computational Intelligence Technology Center of
ITRI, who is also the leader of this technology, said that the thinking process for the development
of the technology was based on the reason that banks wanted to expand the online banking business.
The drafting of investment strategy in general involves financial researcher conducting data
observations, and then combining conventional financial approaches to conduct the thinking of
investment strategies, where the historical data is used to verify the feasibility and then feedback
to the financial management system for use. However, human brains are limited, is there a
technology capable of automatically coming up with strategies, verifications and completing the
investment decisions?
Nevertheless, Dr. En Tzu Wang said that since AlphaGo applied Deep Reinforcement
Learning to play the game, so why not use DRL to conduct automatic investment decisions? But
the history does not represent the future, if DRL is actually used to make the investment decisions,
will it only allow the prototype to reproduce the best decisions in history? In fact, the technology
of Finance Forecasting has long existed, and using AI technology to solve ancient issues will have
the opportunity to improve the prediction accuracy, but it is not possible that it is 100% accurate;
so, how should it take part in the investment decisions with a prediction accuracy of 55%, 60% or
70%?
In this product, AI solutions as deep learning and deep reinforcement learning, and financial
engineering are all integrated for prediction and investment decision. The key features of this
product descripted as follows.
Dollar-Cost Averaging Investment Using Deep Reinforcement Learning
Many users in general public choose to invest specific mutual funds using the dollar-cost
averaging strategy, putting small and fixed amounts of money every month to meet the amount
limitation policy of a fund and investing a single fund or a set of funds simultaneously. Especially,
it is very common strategy for users with less investment funds.
For this purpose, we developed an AI investment agent to make investment operating
decisions, by using the deep reinforcement learning algorithm named, Deep Deterministic Policy
Gradient, and taking predicting market views (to be detailed below) into account, for answering
questions such as should I invest this time, using the same money, less money, or more, should I
suspend the investment this time, or should I execute fund redemption and how much, if yes?
Financial forecasting and investment decision making are seamlessly integrated in our solution.
The agent will learn how to use the information of prediction even if the accuracy is not 100%.
Moreover, because this application meets general public, which means they might not have enough
money when the agent asks for investing more, we designed a concept of Cash Pool, in which the

money of fund redemption and the money fixedly provided each month is kept. The suggestion of
“investing more” of this AI investment agent is only based on the money in Cash Pool.
The concept of DRL is as follows. You design actions to descript what a DRL agent can do
and design rewards to teach it what a good decision is. During the training period, the DRL agent
did actions based on the current state to earn as many rewards as possible via the trial and error
process. The DRL algorithm is particularly suitable for solving the problems of sequential decision
making, such as game or investment. In the investment application, actions can be designed as
investment operating decisions while rewards can be designed as returns or returns divided by
volatilities under distinct holing positions.
In this solution, we assume that a fixed amount of money is provided in each month,
supporting two applications of dollar-cost averaging investment, one for investing a single fund,
the other for investing a set of funds (subjects able to be selected by users). The investment
operating for these two applications are similar as mentioned above, and the main difference is
that asset allocation is designed as actions for investing a set of funds. Based on the market and
fund information, market views, holding position, and investment cost, every month the
investment agent will suggest the weight of each fund and how much should be put in the whole
fund of funds.
While being compared to a traditional dollar-cost averaging strategy which takes profit when
the investment meets a predefined return say 15%, the improve rate of profit of our DRL agent
operating on a single fund against the traditional one operating on the same fund is 57.9% during
the period of 2014-07 to 2018-12. On the other hand, the improve rate of profit of our DRL agent
operating on fund of funds against the traditional one operating on the same funds is 154.5% during
the period of 2014-06 to 2019-2.
While being compared to a dollar-costing average investment adopting the simple buy and
hold strategy, the improve rate of profit of our DRL agent operating on fund of funds against the
simple one operating on the top 10% mutual funds in the category of global equity is 142.4%
during the period of 2014-06 to 2019-2.

Figure 3. How our DRL agent operates as shown in the figure. The red triangles represent investment while
the blue inverted triangles represent redemption. The sizes of triangles relate to the investment amount. Naive
diversification is the most commonly used strategy among general investors - they divide their contributions
evenly across the funds offered in the plan and redeem all when the return reaches expectation.

Figure 4. Based on the market and fund information, market views, user’s holding position, and user’s
investment cost, every month the investment agent will suggest the investment operating decisions, which
also take into account the money in Cash Pool.
Market View Generation Using Deep Learning and Machine Learning
By using structured data (e.g., market transactional data and economic indicators) and
unstructured data (e.g., reports and monetary policies), we use the deep learning and machine
learning algorithms to train and apply multi-step-ahead learning models to predict the future shortterm (one month), mid-term (say 3 and 6 months), and long-term (say 12 months) directions of the
stock and bond indices, resulting in an average accuracy exceeding 70%. From the structured data,
meaningful technical analysis indicators such as MACD, RSI, KD, MA for distinct time periods
are generated. While from the unstructured data, we extract the sentiment features, summary
features, and keyword features from the textual reports, especially those from central banks of the
world such as Fed and ECB. For different stock and bond market indices, distinct algorithms such
as Multichannel Convolution Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, Extreme Gradient
Boosting, and Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory are used for the predict model training.
Moreover, GARCH-MIDAS and Monte Carlo simulation are used to evaluate the future volatilities
of stock indices.
As mentioned above, the prediction results (market view) are used as the input of DRL
investment agents. In addition, they can be directly used to help the decision on investing a specific
market or not. We use the accuracy of prediction models to simulate the uncertainty of markets,
and in turn evaluate candidate investment rules (i.e., combining with market directions of different
periods and volatility changes) by back-testing on Apache Spark. Over hundreds of thousands
candidate investment rules for each market are considered to identify the investment rule with the
best return, which is then used online with the prediction results to decide whether the market show
be invest. For a lump sum investment adopting the asset allocation strategy of the Markowitz
modern portfolio theory, using this process to filter the un-investable markets from a set of over
30 global markets outperforms that without filtering. The winning rate is 83.3% and the
improvement rate of the annualized return is over 24.74%.

Potential Fund Analytics for Specific Markets
ITRI NeGAP Robo-Advisor supports customer selected subjects in the investment operation
of dollar-cost averaging, and moreover, the investment subjects can also be recommended by the
AI models, using the technique of potential fund analytics, which mainly focus on finding potential
funds from a set of mutual funds investing the same market. More specifically, in terms of mutual
fund investment, a large number of corresponding funds invest the same market (e.g., EM Europe),
yet not all of them have good returns even when the corresponding market (benchmark index) is
up. That’s why selecting a potential fund matters.
Again, we applied the AI technologies to potential fund analytics. These AI models were
designed from two points of finance views, returns and holdings. Features used in three returnbased models are generated by only fund NAVs and the corresponding benchmark indices of the
fund categories. We used the features as win rates, sharp, beta, and the other technical analysis
indicators to build models for answering whether the specific fund will beat the market in the next
month, whether it will be in the group with the most returns in the next month, and how the fund
managers rank.
On the other hand, for the mutual funds which invest stock assets, we adopt the tracking
technique to track the performance of a fund by a set of industrial ETFs. We then obtain the weights
of the ETFs to represent the specific fund, which can be roughly viewed as the investment of this
fund. Combining the estimated weights, the return-based features, and the market view (as above)
of the corresponding industrial ETFs, we developed another holding-based model for fund
judgment. Then, an ensemble model integrating all models and taking into account the traditional
important measures of funds as alpha, beta, and sharp eventually decides which funds are potential
funds in specific markets. In over 27 global stock and bond markets, the returns of the selected
potential funds outperform the average returns of the funds in the same market in a chance of 74%.
The improvement rate of the next month return is over 90%.

Figure 5. The return-based features generated from fund NAV and the corresponding benchmark index
data, and the holding-based features generated by tracking the performance of a fund using the industrial
ETFs. With these features and the market view mentioned above, we developed four deep learning and
machine learning models and then combined the common fund measurements such as alpha, beta, and
sharp to form an ensemble model for finding the potential funds for specific markets.
NeGAP Robo-Advisor adopts the AI techniques to provide some essential functions such as
market view generation and potential fund analytics, which also can be used to integrate with the
other existing Robo-Advisors applications. How it works shows as Figure 5.

Figure 6. In the application of traditional Robo-Advisors, asset allocation and rebalancing are the main
functions. Since we adopts the AI techniques to provide the functions of market selection and fund
selection, combining with the investment theory such as Markowitz modern portfolio theory, we can
achieve a generic Robo-Advisor with the functions of asset allocation and portfolio rebalancing.

Figure 7. Circuit breaker was triggered four times in March 2020 due to CoVID-19. NeGAP’s ability of
risk management was shown while CoVID-19.
The Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) technology applied to the financial investment is
mainly in the Research phase, to the best of our knowledge, only JP Morgan has applied it to highfrequency trading business which does not serve the general investment public.

LOXM (JPMorgan’s AI): In 2017, the stock algorithm business department adopted AI robot
LOXM to replace traditional traders to proceed with the trading, it was the first financial institution
on Wall Street to activate artificial intelligence to execute the trading.
Using DRL technology to optimize stock high-frequency trading business: Learning the ideal
trading strategy from a massive amount of trading data, thereby improving the overall trading
efficacy and cost. The influences on the market from placing the orders are also taken into
consideration, allowing for getting rid of shares in a great amount without affecting the market
price.
Research: There are already many types of research on how RL enhances the existing trading
strategy performance. For instance: Almahdi (2017) used RL to combine with Calmar ratio as the
target function to obtain the buying and selling messages as well as the weighting of asset
distribution, thereby optimizing the strategies for stock investment combination trading. Tan (2011)
applied RL to analyze Stock Market Cycles, which is used as the reference for buying and selling
through an accurate forecast of the periodical inflection point.
Table 1. Comparison between Deep Reinforcement Learning Applied in Investment
ITRI

LOXM
(JPMorgan's AI)

Research

User

Consumers in General

Particular Usage
Target

X

Automatic Decision

Including
increasing/decreasing the
amount, redemption,
providing asset allocation
ratio

X

X

Hedging Characteristics

○

X

X

Self-Selected Investment ○
Subjects

X

X

The 401K Account Status in the United States


The 401K Retirement Program: A sum of money is taken from the monthly salary and saved
to the retirement account. The key is that the money in the retirement account cannot be
withdrawn, but can be invested freely.
- Dollar-Cost Averaging (DCA) conforms to the setting of this product.



Up until the end of September 2019, the overall asset managed by the 401K account in the
United States is about USD 5.9 trillion, and amongst these, the mutual fund takes up about
USD 3.8 trillion (about 20% of the fund market in the United States).



About 55 million people are participating in the 401K account at the present.

Figure 8. According to the report from ICI, Investment Company Institute, up until the end of September
2019, the overall asset managed by the 401K account in the United States is about USD 5.9 trillion, and
amongst these, the mutual fund takes up about USD 3.8 trillion.

Functional Differences

Table 2. Comparison between Systematic Investment Application Differences (Applied to Dollar-Cost
Averaging)
ITRI

Common Financial
Management Service
from Securities
Firms

Financial
401K Retirement
Management Robot Account

- Investment subject: Single
fund/fund of funds

- Investment subject:
Fund/ETF/stock

Subject selection:

- Investment threshold: mainly
small amount

- Investment threshold: Supports
small amount

- Investment operation:
Increasing or decreasing based
on the original fund/stop
deduction/partial
redemption/asset allocation

- Investment operation:
Additional capital/stop
reduction/partial redemption

- Automatic decision: All
investment decisions including
increasing or decreasing the
capital, the redemption of the
fund, whether to put the
investment capital into the
market on hold are all
determined by the AI algorithm
method

- No automatic decision, a
financial specialist will provide
investment market analysis
suggestions on an irregular basis
for users to make up the decisions

- Investment combination
(mainly ETF/small amount of
fund)

- Investment subject:
Diversified investment
subjects including
stock/bond/fund

- Investment operation: lump
sum/ dollar-cost averaging
investment

- Investment threshold: A
2%~15% of the monthly
salary is taken and saved to
the retirement account, where
the capital is used on
investment (at most USD 18
thousand per annum)

- Automatic decision: Asset
allocation/rebalance/reinvestme
nt, investing all capital into the
market

- Investment operation:
Diversified investment can be
conducted, but cash cannot be
withdrawn

- Investment threshold:
Supports small amount

- No automatic decision,
completely determined by the
users

Technological
Characteristics

- DRL strategic model is
combined with a market index
forecast and supports a single
fund/fund of funds investment
operations.
- AI Advisor will exit and
return to the cash portion, the
cash portion can be used to
increase the investment,
support the user’s self-selected
subjects.

Financial specialists provide
investment market suggestion
services on an irregular basis

- Financial Forecasting is
mainly used for the technology
together with specialist
investment strategy and
financial theory to result in
trading decision application
(asset allocation/rebalance).

NA

- Asset allocation/rebalance
will readjust the strategy based
on the already invested amount;
however, the cash portion will
not be taken into consideration.
and user’s self-selected subjects
are not supported

Figure 9. ITRI NeGAP Robo-Advisor on utilizing AI techniques for providing the essential functions of
Robo-Advisors, including portfolio selection, asset allocation, and the other functions.
NeGAP Robo-Advisor is not a single technology, but rather a platform service, where the
technology of using AI to screen the investment market and subject is implemented on the RoboAdvisor service used by the general public, while further providing AI investment agent to solve
investment decision issues of when to enter or exit, or to increase or decrease the capital…etc.
when faced with the investment decision regarding a single subject or a set of subjects from
investors in general, thereby allowing the existing Robo-Advisor application with a significant
increase in the diversification, while also taking the Robo-Advisor application service technology
to another level.
Therefore we believe that our invention deserves this award because it is a unique, well
proven, and easy-to-use platform.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above,
including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out,
press release, etc.)
Anuefund: https://www.anuefund.com/EC/ROBO/
Press releases
https://money.udn.com/money/story/5617/4310347
https://news.sina.com.tw/article/20200428/35005165.html
https://finance.technews.tw/2019/04/18/anue-teamed-up-with-itri-to-promote-ai-dividend-robot/
https://www.chinatimes.com/realtimenews/20190418002850-260410?chdtv
https://news.cnyes.com/news/id/4305969
https://www.chinatimes.com/realtimenews/20190418002850-260410?chdtv

